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Farmers’ Market

Operation and Agriculture Supply Information System Farmers’ Market

The Operation and Agriculture Supply Information System (OASIS) Farmers’ 
Market allows anyone with an Android smart phone to find and buy locally-
grown vegetables, fruits, and other produce direct from farmers. The initial 
screen on application launch displays a geographical map showing the loca-
tions of agriculture products. Consumers can review prices and other detailed 
information in the product listing. All agriculture products are registered by 
farmers and are sold through them. To ensure that information is correct 
and can be verified, farmers maintain control on managing what products are 
listed and how much information to publish. No automated search robots 
are used to collect arbitrary data. This mobile app is a credible source and 
provides a service—a virtual farmers’ market—for consumers to find local 
produce from verified producers. Wherever they may be, farmers can use  
the OASIS Farmers’ Market to showcase their products to their local com-
munity and to a global audience. Farmers set their own prices based upon 
their internal decision-making process. Moreover, prices can be in any local 
currency. American farmers can transact in U.S. Dollars; European farmers can 
transact in Euros; and Ghanaian farmers can transact in Cedis. All information 
is accessible from and manageable on a smart phone.

The OASIS Farmers’ Market operates on Android devices, version 4.2 (Jelly 
Bean) or later.

Features and Benefits
Geographic Product Location GPS coordinates are associated with registered products, 

enabling the products to be displayed on a geographical map, 
which then can be easily found by visual reference points

Product Search Search for products by keyword, which can be a product 
name, a farmer name, a date, or some other specific text

Product Management For farmers to register and manage products 
that they want to market and sell

Customer Orders For farmers to download and review sales orders 
that had been submitted by consumers; and 
for consumers to download and review their submitted orders

Revenue Analysis For farmers to download and review financial statistics related to current 
year sales, cumulative sales, number of orders, and average amounts

Multiple Currency Support Products can be listed and sold in different local currencies
Offline Browsing and Usage Search results, agriculture products, sales orders, and financial 

statistics are saved in the local device, allowing the user to browse 
information when they are disconnected from the Internet

Contact Director@OASIS.AG
The OASIS is produced in the state of Maryland, USA.


